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Kusunoki

Made in Takaoka-shi, Japan

weaving the tradition with the novelty

Polishing Process

Takaoka is well known as the largest production centre of bronze ware in Japan. The
city has top-quality processing techniques, from polishing to colouring. All the skills
required at each step can be found here. The technique passing down the generations
over 400 years create variety of products from small vases to big statues. Under such
a circumstance, our samurai helmets, kabuto, are manufactured using painstaking
technique.

Takaoka

Sand Casting

KAB2-01

楠木正成公

Minamoto

Kusunoki

源義経公

Minamoto

Size: H18.5 x W19.5 cm
Accessory: a cushion
Material: zinc-based alloy

Size: H15.5 x W19.5 cm
Accessory: a cushion
Material: zinc-based alloy

As a brilliant tactician and strategist, Kusunoki
Masashige is a 14th-century samurai who fought
for Emperor Go-Daigo in his attempt to wrest the
control of Japan from the Kamakura shogun, and

Minamoto no Yoshitsune is a 12-centruy samurai
who is considered one of the greatest warriors of
his era, and one of the most popular samurai in
the history of Japan. His older brother Minamoto

Frontal decoration, maedate, is a long sword and
deer-shaped horns.

Frontal decoration, maedate, is big deer-shaped
horns.

later called a patriotic hero.
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KAB2-02

founded the Kamakura shogunate.

Kabuto during
Sengoku Period

(Warring States Period)
Kabuto is a type of helmet used
by ancient Japanese warriors,
samurai. As this nation had run by
Samurai for over 600 years, the
helmets were regarded as extremely
important items in battle. Not only
did they protect warriors, the helmets
displayed the might of samurai.
Although they are no longer used
today, they are still viewed as symbols
of protection and displayed on Boys’
Day (5th May) to pray for a life free
of accidents and illness.

KAB1-01

黒田官兵衛

Kuroda

KAB2-03

真田幸村公

Sanada

KAB2-04

伊達政宗公

Date

Size: H11 x W14 cm
Accessory: a cushion
Material: zinc-based alloy, brass

Size: H15.5 x W14 cm
Accessory: a cushion
Material: zinc-based alloy, brass

Size: H12 x W17 cm
Accessory: a cushion
Material: zinc-based alloy, brass

Kuroda Kanbei is renowned as a man of great
ambition, he was a chief strategist under Toyotomi
Hideyoshi, the Japan's second "great unifier".
Frontal decoration, maedate, is “Fujidomoe” that is

Sanada Yukimura is a samurai of the Sengoku
period. He was especially known as the leading
general on the defending side of the Siege of
Osaka. He was called "a hero who may appear

Date Masamue is a cocky warlord, known as the
Dokugan Ryu (One-Eyed Dragon). Although he was
a patron of the arts, he was also an aggressive and
ambitious daimyo.

the family crest for Kuroda.

once in a hundred years" and "crimson demon
of war". His kabuto is famous for red with deershaped horns.

His kabuto is famous for the crescent moon.

KAB4-01

伊達政宗公

Date with case

with Display Case
Case: H34.5 x W33 x D25.5cm
Material: glass, ABS, resin, paper
Accessory: a cushion
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KAB3-01

黒田官兵衛

KAB3-02

ケース入り

Kuroda with case

真田幸村公

Sanada with case

KAB4-02

ケース入り

楠木正成公

KAB4-03

ケース入り

Kusunoki with case

源義経公

ケース入り

Minamoto with case

ケース入り

with Byobu (folding screen)
Byobu: H35 x W50 x D35cm
Material: wood (MDF)
Accessory: byobu, kabuto display board, base, sword, bow and arrows

KAB6-01

真田幸村公

Date with byobu

KAB6-03

KAB6-04

屏風セット

Kusunoki with byobu

KAB5-01

屏風セット

Kuroda with byobu
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伊達政宗公

Sanada with byobu

楠木正成公
黒田官兵衛

KAB6-02

屏風セット

源義経公

屏風セット

屏風セット

Minamoto with byobu

with Display Board

KAB08-01

真田幸村公

飾り台セット

Sanada with board

Board: H3 x W25 x D23cm
Material: wood (MDF)
Accessory: display board, cushion

KAB7-01

黒田官兵衛

KAB7-02

飾り台セット

Kuroda with board

伊達政宗公

Date with board

飾り台セット

A set of Samurai
Chopstick Rests
A set of chopstick rests in the motif of
Japanese samurai armours - Helmet,
Sword, Drum, Saddle, and Gunbai
(Japanese war fan).
Material: tin
Size
- Helmet: H54xW48xD54 (mm)
- Sword: H22xW60xD20 (mm)
- Drum: H22xW33xD30 (mm)
- Saddle: H25xW35xD30 (mm)
- Fan: H13xW50xD30 (mm)

Fan

Drum

KAB8-02
KAB7-03

楠木正成公

武者揃

KAB7-04

飾り台セット

Kusunoki with board

源義経公

飾り台セット

Minamoto with board

全 5 種セット 桐箱入

5 motifs in a wooden gift box
KAB8-03

武者揃

2 種（兜・刀）セット 化粧箱入

2 motifs (helmet & sword) in a paper
gift box

Sword
Helmet

Saddle

